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ABSTRACT

This study aims to discover the challenges on implementation of Visa payWave towards public in Malaysia. Visa payWave is a new payment feature introduced by Visa Inc. and it allows users to make purchases by simply waving the card in front of the Point-of-Sale (POS) Terminal. The Government of Malaysia, with the cooperation of Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM), announced that all Malaysians need to change their Automated Teller Machine (ATM) cards in Visa payWave from card issuers. Hence, people are forced to accept this Pay Wave technology. In this study, the researcher identifies and discusses the most variable that contribute to the challenges on Visa payWave and the level of intention of people to use this Visa payWave. Literature Review indicated that challenges such as perceived trust, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived security and privacy, self-efficacy, and perceived risk on implementation of Visa payWave towards public in Malaysia. A set of questionnaires was developed and distributed to 400 respondents. Pearson correlation coefficient analysis was tested whether the hypothesis’s relationship is significant or not. Multiple linear regression examines how the multiple independent variables are related to the dependent variable, and demographic analysis studied the level of intention of Malaysian to use the Visa payWave. Results showed all six hypotheses are confirmed and positive relationship to dependent variable at highly significant level. Perceived ease of use was the most variable that contributed to the implementation of Visa payWave. There were 89% of respondents intent to use Visa payWave to make a transaction. Finally, the researcher had recommended to future researchers to extend the research time, gather more valid respondents, focus on one determinant, study the least influence in detail. For bank institutions, focus and concern to the least factor to implementation of Visa payWave.
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ABSTRAK
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

This chapter focus on the introduction and general knowledge in current payment system using in Malaysia especially electronic payments such as Visa payWave card. The types of payment system and payment instruments will be discussed and described in this chapter. However, it occurred several problem statements, issues and challenges on such of payment instruments as Visa payWave card still is the new payment instrument for Malaysians. Hence, Visa payWave has been choose as this research topic and because of it new implementation in Malaysia so it has the value to do the study on it. This chapter also covers the research questions and research objectives.
1.2 Background

The use of electronic media for making payments (e-payments) is a recent and remarkable phenomenon in most of the countries now. The growing usage of e-payments over the last few years foreshadows the replacement of cash, which is deemed is to be an inefficient and costly means of payment. This development is made by possible two main factors which are the availability of information and communication technology and the needs of consumers for more efficient and convenient payment instruments. The world had seen quantum leaps in the development of e-payments especially make payment with the Pay Wave.

1.2.1 Overview of Pay Wave Technology

Pay Wave refers to the technology which provides the contactless payment between the payWave card and the Point-of-Sale (POS) terminal (Raghav, 2015). Contactless payment system represents cashless payments that do not require physical contact between devices used in consumer payments (card, mobile, watch, and key rings) and POS terminals by merchant. These devices have embedded Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and such payment devices support the three largest payment system card which are Visa (Visa Contactless), MasterCard (MasterCard PayPass) and American Express (ExpressPay). All these products are compliant with international ISO 14443 standards, which means that provides a unique system for payment globally.

RFID is a wireless automatic identification and data capture (AIDC) technology which include tags, antenna, or coil electronics programmed with unique information (Izabela et al., 2010). According to Raghav Garg and Sumit Jain (2015), Pay Wave technology does not change the actors involved in the payment transaction but it just changes the way to pass the information between actors (customer,
merchant and bank). This technology uses Near Field Communication (NFC) which denotes wireless communication technology that operates at 13.56 MHz for all its data transfer and is very safe (Thomas et al., 2009).

ExxonMobile was one of the pioneers of contactless payments in the United States by having launched its SpeedPass product in 1997. Speedpass enabled ExxonMobile’s customers to pay at the pump with the wave of a key fob. SpeedPass also was piloted for use at other merchant locations such as McDonald’s. Today, more than 6 million active SpeedPass devices remain proprietary to ExxonMobile locations. On the other hand, in year 2003, American Express launched its ExpressPay “waveable” product and MasterCard introduced PayPass “tap and go” product. In the year 2004, Visa introduced VisaWave. Whether waved or tapped, all employ a standard and open technology that can be used for payment at any merchant and is able to accept it (The Philadelphia Inquirer, 2005).

1.2.2 Overview of Near Field Communication-Aided Mobile Credit Card

Near Field Communication (NFC) is a new and short-range wireless connectivity technology that leads to “touching paradigm” (Coskun et al, 2012) as well as need two NFC compatible devices, for instance NFC smart phone, NFC tags and NFC reader for information exchange and interaction to transfer data in more convenient way (Morosan & DeFranco, 2016). NFC-based mobile payment which Pay Wave can turn mobile device into e-wallet, and it had changed the traditional way of making payment by using cards (Tan et al., 2011). The emergence of this NFC-based mobile payment only requires users to simply wave their digital devices in front of the NFC reader (Xu & Liang, 2012).

In year 2009, Maxis which one of the largest mobile service provider in Malaysia had cooperated with Malayan Banking Berhad (Maybank) to promote and offer “Maybankard VISA payWave Mobile” or commercially known as Maxis Fast Tap (The Sun Daily, 2009). This Maxis Fast Tap service allows mobile users to use
their mobile device which is Nokia 6212 as a contactless card with existing payment services such as Touch’ N go, Visa payWave and other transit transaction (The Sun Daily, 2009). NFC-based mobile payment enables users to enjoy speedy transactions in a user-friendly way under a totally new and different shopping experience (Pal et al., 2015).

1.2.3 Overview of Payment System in Malaysia

Payment systems are a vital part of the financial infrastructure in a country. In Malaysia, the large value payment system, Real Time Electronics Transfer of Funds and Securities (RENTAS), which is operated by the Malaysian Electronic Clearing Corporation Sdn. Bhd. (MyClear), a payment subsidiary owned by Bank Negara Malaysia. This enables and enhances all the transfer and settlement of high-value interbank payments and securities. The efficient functioning of RENTAS allows transactions to be completed safely and in a timely manner contributing to overall economic performance. Safe and efficient payment systems are fundamental to promote financial stability, facilitating Bank Negara Malaysia in the conduct of its monetary policy by allowing greater use of market-based instruments to achieve its objectives while enhancing the efficiency of the financial system and the economy. Given its importance, the promotion of a secure, safe and efficient payment system is the main pillars and objectives of the Bank.

Bank Negara Malaysia plays its role as overseer in ensuring the safety, reliability and efficiency of payment systems infrastructure whereas to safeguard the public's interest. As an overseer, Bank Negara Malaysia always formulates regulatory framework and conducts oversight on both large value and retail payment systems. The oversight activities are focus on containing systemic risks and reducing the overall risks in the payment systems in ensuring the reliability of the major payment and settlement systems. Bank Negara Malaysia also facilitates improvements in payment services and market developments through fostering
payment innovations and ensuring public confidence in the retail payment systems and the use of payment instruments. The Bank undertakes active consultation and cooperation with market players and stakeholders. Given the importance of e-payments in enhancing economic efficiency, accelerating the migration to electronic payments is one of the nine focus areas under the Financial Sector Blueprint 2011-2020 released by the Bank in Dec 2011.

(Source: www.bnm.gov.my)

Figure 1.1: Overview of Payment System in Malaysia

Based on the Figure 1.1, Systematically Important Payment System or Large Value Payment System (LVPS) processes high-value and time-critical payments. It is a payment system that to ensure the smooth functioning of economy, financial system and markets, and its failure could trigger disruptions or transmit shocks within the economy and financial market.
The objective of Real Time Electronics Transfer of Funds and Securities (RENTAS) is to improve the overall efficiency of the LVPS and reducing the interbank settlement risk. It enables the transfer and settlement of high value interbank funds and scripless securities transfer. There are two types of transactions in RENTAS which are Interbank Funds Transfer System (IFTS) and Scripless Securities Transfer System (SSTS). The following transactions are performed by RENTAS:

i. Scripless securities transfer
ii. Interbank funds transfer
iii. Ringgit leg of foreign exchange
iv. Cash withdrawal
v. Money market settlement
vi. Statutory reserve adjustment

There are sixty-nine participants in RENTAS which includes banks, Islamic banks, investment banks, Development Financial Institutions and other institutions that are active players in the money market. There is no limit for the funds transfer between members but there is minimum transaction amount (set at RM 10,000) for third party payments (non-RENTAS member or beneficiary). This limit does not apply for payments to and from Bank Negara Malaysia and government agencies.

Generally, there are categorized into three groups in retail payment in Malaysia which are Retail Payment Systems, Retail Payment Instruments and Retail Payment Channels.

1) Types of Retail Payment Systems
   i. National Electronic Cheque Information Clearing System (eSPICK)
   ii. Shared ATM Network
   iii. Interbank GIRO
   iv. Direct Debit
   v. Financial Process Exchange

2) Types of Retail Payment Instruments
   i. Cheques
   ii. Credit Cards
   iii. Charge Cards
iv. Debit Cards  
v. E-money  

3) Types of Retail Payment Channels  
i. Automated Teller Machine  
ii. Internet Banking  
iii. Mobile Banking  
iv. Mobile Payment  

National Electronic Cheque Information Clearing System (E-SPICK) implemented in 2008 to replace previous Sistem Penjelasan Imej Cek Kebangsaan (SPICK) cheque clearing system. The implementation of e-SPICK was fully rolled out nationwide and was part of bank’s effort in enhancing the efficiency of payment system. Banks in the banking industry have moved the cheque processing phase from sending cheques for clearing at the clearing centres into a fully image-based cheque clearing process.  

Shared ATM Network (SAN) enables bank customers to access their funds from any of the participant banks’ Automated Teller Machine (ATM). There are two shared ATM networks which are MEPS SAN and HOUSe. MEPS SAN is operated by Malaysian Electronic Payment System Sdn Bhd (MEPS) which services offered includes cross-border cash withdrawal, interbank ATM funds transfer (IBTF), interbank mobile prepaid top-up and credit card and loan repayment. Whereas HOUSe is owned by four locally-incorporated foreign banks which are UOB Bank, Standard Chartered Bank, OCBC Bank, and HSBC Bank. Services offered includes cash withdrawal and balance enquiry.  

Interbank GIRO (IBG) refers to payment system that provides funds transfer services among its participating financial institutions. Whereas for the Direct Debit, it operated by MyClear Sdn. Bhd. which is an interbank collection service for regular and recurring payments enabling automated collection directly from customer’s bank account at multiple banks with single authorization. Financial Process Exchange (FPX) is an Internet-based multi-bank payment platform that leverages on Internet banking services which offer online payment for electronic commerce (e-commerce) transactions.
For the part of retail payment instrument, there are include cheque, credit cards, charge cards, debit cards and e-money. Cheque is a paper based payment instrument and it is a form of written order directing a bank to pay money to the beneficial. The use of cheque has traditionally dominated Malaysian non-cash payments.

Credit card can let card holder to purchase goods and services with credit line given by credit card issuer and the amount will have settled at later. Card holder are billed on monthly and card holder need to alert the interest charges on the outstanding amount if payment is not made by the due date. Credit card also can be used for cash advances at Automated Teller Machines (ATMs). Examples of credit card brands are Visa and MasterCard. A tiered pricing structure for credit cards was implemented in July 2008 with the objectives to promote prudent financial management and inculcate good financial discipline among credit card users. The tiered pricing structure is based on the following tiers:

i. Tier 1 - Maximum of 15% per annum for those who promptly settle their minimum payment due for 12 consecutive months.

ii. Tier 2 - Maximum of 17% per annum for those who promptly settle their minimum payment amount due for at least 10 months in a 12-month cycle.

iii. Tier 3 - Maximum of 18% per annum.

In 2011, bank had introduced new credit card guidelines to inculcate sound financial and debt management among credit card users. The new measures covers eligibility criteria, prudential requirements for non-bank issuers, risk management requirements, pricing and consumer protection.

The functionality of a charge card is similar to a credit card. However, charge card holders must settle their outstanding amount in full by the due date every month. Since charge cards are often associated with prestige, the fees are generally higher than credit cards. This is compensated by the differences in terms of benefits with charge cards generally offering more privileges.

Debit card is a payment card where the transaction amount is deducted directly from the cardholder's bank account upon authorization. Cardholders can manage their finances more effectively and need not worry about late payment penalties, finance charges, and snowballing card debts. There is also no income